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Flight Simulation Service
BY QUEPPELIN

WebAR with Image
Marker Detection

Queppelin provides various services for its customers and is developing and
broadening its scope simultaneously. As we say, modern situations need
advanced services Queppelin’s Flight simulator is one of the best-suited
examples. We have the experience of developing the best flight simulator in the

What is WebAR or
WebXR and Why it
Matters a Lot

market. Queppelin provides services to worldwide aviation schools, airlines,
training centres, and more. In this lockdown period, we provide cost-effective
VR flight simulators for uncompromised training of your trainee pilots. We use
the best software and techniques for developing different types of terrains
such as windy, stormy, turbulence, and more, with the help of Virtual reality
simulations, which makes the immersive scenarios more realistic and unique.
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The Coming of Reliance Jio Glass
Reliance Industries Limited (RIL) during its 43rd Annual

RIL has stated that the new Jio Glass is designed for teachers

General Meeting (AGM) showcased a new Mixed Reality

and students to enable 3D virtual rooms and conduct

solution, called Jio Glass. At the event, the company did not

holographic classes via the Jio Mixed Reality service in real-

reveal the pricing and the availability details about the

time. Apart from this, they can also be used to perform virtual

product. However, they did showcase a demo as to how

meetings.During the demo, Kiran Thomas, President RIL said,

the Jio Glass will work when it is made available to the public.

“Hello Jio, please call Aakash and Isha.” After which the Jio
Glass made a call to Aakash and Isha Ambani. Aakash was
shown as a 3D avatar, whereas, Isha joined in using a 2D
video call interface. During the call, it was shown how Jio
Glass will make performing meetings easy and interactive.

“Jio Glass is at the cutting edge of technology
that provides best-in-class Mixed Reality
services to give users a truly meaningful
immersive experience.”

Jio Glass is
Coming Soon!
and shows a glimpse of
what is very possible to
happen in the future.

